Otoconial loss or lack of otoconia - An overlooked or ignored diagnosis of balance deficits.
Lack of otoconia or otoconial loss may be the major reason for increasing imbalance with age, posttraumatic dizziness and residual dizziness as well as other so far unexplained imbalance affecting probably millions of people. It is written in every textbook that we need sensation of gravity for stable gait and stance, especially on two legs. Lack of otoconia is known to cause lifelong balance problems in animals. Loss of otoconia is happening in aging humans, like shown by increasing incidence of benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) and in histological sections. While hundreds of papers have been published on BPPV, increasing imbalance with age and increasing falls, none has ever described the loss of otoconia as a major reason for this imbalance. Maybe this is due to the problems to proof this hypothesis in an individual patient. We will explain why otoconial loss may cause dizziness, postural and locomotor instability in patients with no other identifiable cause or in addition to other causes. Several reasons can cause otoconial loss and lead to the described symptoms. We will describe the symptoms and the tests which could in combination support the diagnosis. Our hypothesis argues for the new diagnosis in many patients with so far undiagnosed or incorrectly or incompletely diagnosed dizziness or imbalance.